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How old is dumbledore in the harry potter movies

Do you want to watch the Harry Potter movies in order? Harry Potter was the biggest movie series around before cartoon superheroes and Star Wars overran the box office. The story of a boy wizard who replicates a surprisingly successful novel by JK Rowling and avenges the death of his
parents face-to-face with their killer, Lord Voldemort, has dominated the reading list for a whole generation. However, the Harry Potter film didn't end with Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 2 in 2011. Rowling also returned to her Withering World past, scripting a 20s Fantastic Beasts
prequel film that introduces an early version of Albus Dumbledore and his former friend/arch foe Gellert Grindelwald. Production on the third Fantastic Beasts film is scheduled to begin this year. In other words, there are 10 films in the Harry Potter world that stand stranded across 70 years
of magical history. But how do they all fit together? and what's the best order to watch the Harry Potter movies? this guide explains all the great Harry Potter movies and how to watch them (if you're in the US, you can stream them for free on the service Peacock until the end of October
2020). It works like a charm. Harry Potter movies in chronological order (Image Credit: Warner Bros.) Before you enjoy a Harry Potter movie in chronological order, it's worth knowing that three Fantastic Beasts prequel movies are planned. We know that the series ends in a duel between
Albus Dumbledore and former BFF turn nemesis Gellert Grindelwald in 1945, but everything in between is now a mystery. Below, we've decided to include all of the Harry Potter-related features you can watch right now, including stage plays. Cursed Children, Fantastic Beasts and Where to
Find Them (set in 1926) Fantastic Beasts: The Crime of Grindelwald (Crimes of Grindelwald) set in 1927) Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (1926) Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (set 1992-93) Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (set in 1992-94) harry potter and fire
Goblet (set in 1994-95) Harry Potter and the Knights of Phoenix (set in 1995-96) Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince (set in 1996-97) Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1 (set in 1997-98) Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2 (set in 1997-98) Harry Potter and the Cursed
Child ( 2017-present) Harry Potter and the Cursed Child (2017-present), stage play) Note that outside of today's best J.K. Rowling Harry Potter and cursed child deal Harry Potter and the Cursed America, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone is known as Harry Potter and the Philosopher's
Stone. Apart from the occasional flashback, the Hogwarts set film in the series follows a simple linear structure - largely thanks to Rowling's decision to use the British school calendar as the framework for her story. ThatEach of the seven books in the Potter series focuses on different
grades (September to August) from 1991, when Harry was 11. (The film was made in the 00s and features occasional anachronisms such as 21st-century phones and music, but it's likely to follow the same carefully made timeline as Rowling's book. And the Harry Potter story, thanks to the
hit stage Harry Potter and the Cursed Child, is not on screen but follows the future. The story featured between Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows epilogue in 2017 and now features adults Harry, Hermione and Ron, and their children. There is no complicated interweaving timeline to deal
with when watching potter movies in order of release (image credit: Warner Bros.) release date - it's two different series, with a set of (yet) incomplete prequels that follow from the parent franchise. I mean, that might change if we get massive revelations in Fantastic Beasts 3, 4 and 5.



Fantastic Beasts 3 will begin filming early in 2020, ahead of its 2021 release. There are also more Harry Potter films than books, and the deathly hallows of the seventh series is divided into two parts : a trick repeated by Twilight and the Hunger Games. We're sure the extra box office didn't
hurt, too. Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (2001) Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (2002) Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (2004) Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (20) Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix (2007) Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince (2009)
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1 (2010) Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2 (2011) Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them (2016) Fantastic Beasts: The Crime of Grindelwald (2018) Fantastic Beasts 3 (2021) How to Watch Harry Potter Movies Online in america
Eight Harry Potter films until the end of October peacock 2020. In it's free to stream. Today's best SkyNow TV Sky Cinema Pass deal Michael O'Brien Christ's Harry Potter series is also easy to buy on Blu-ray. Today's best Blu-ray Harry Potter: Deals for the full 8-movie collection Harry
Potter deal Harry Potter deal Harry Potter movie ranks (Image Credit: Warner Bros.) As with the Harry Potter books, opinions on which entries in the series are the best are incredibly varied and subjective. Indeed, ranking Harry Potter movies by IMDb user score revealed a noticeable
consistency in fan response, with all eight installments gathering between 7.4 and 8.1.The 10.2 Fantastic Beasts films are the least loved entries in The Withering World, a fact perhaps reflected by the second box office drop. The most successful of the two, Fantastic Beasts and Where to
Find Them, made more money than one of the Potter films (Prisoner of Azkaban), but it's debatable whether it actually surpasses previous films, as it had 12 years of inflation on its side. Today's best Blu-ray Harry Potter: The complete 8 film collection catches up on the latest daily buzz in
the BuzzFeed daily newsletter! 1 February 2001 11 min Read This story will appear in the February 2001 issue of Entrepreneur. Subscribe » Like you are an entrepreneur and us, like millions of children and adults around the world, you are not only a fan of the Harry Potter books, but a fan
of withdrawal. The next book in the series, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, may not hit bookstores until 2002 and the first film won't be released until November. You have two options: go insane or read this article. Like many entrepreneurs, Harry Potter writer J.K. Rowling began
with humble digs and big dreams. Jeff Blackman, a business growth specialist in Glenview, Illinois, and author of Result$, points out, She couldn't afford to copy the entire manuscript of the (first) book, so she had to re-enter the entire manuscript. More than 30 million books are sold now. It
is a testament to her tenacity and passion. Rowling studied French and literature, not business, at university. But she worked for several years in Manchester, the Chamber of Commerce in England. Young Potter tells us a lot about running our own business, so perhaps something has been
rubbing off. We haven't made this up. Even the Wall Street Journal has run a story about how business muggles are accepting books, see emails as owls, ATMs as grongitzes. (Confused by the sentence? Potter Mouse Of course, the Harry Potter books are ostensibly for kids, so some of
the hidden, less hidden business lessons may seem basic. But as with all eternal truths, it is recommended to revisit them from time to time. So let's get your milk and cookies, pull up the chair and read the story. Book 1: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone Book 2: Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets Book 3: Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban Book 4: Harry Potter and the Fire Goblet of Fire Book 1: Harry Potter and the Magician's Stone Plot: 10-Year-Old Orphan Harry Potter Living in a cupboard under the stairs of his caring relative's house, Mr and Mrs
Darthleys and their dimly lit son, Dudley. Harry knows he has wizard blood and has to go to the railway station on the 93 4 platform in King's Cross to travel to Hogwarts, a school for wizards. There, forFor the first time, Harry makes friends. He also faces his enemy, Lord Voldemort.
Business Lesson 1: Understand the different cultures of your company. On Harry's first day at Hogwarts, he and the other first graders meet a sorting hat and tell the audience, Try, I'll tell you / Where should I be? Once donated, the hat sends each student to one of four dormitories:
Grygrifdor, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw or Sly laterin. The most talented wizards (including Harry) are sent to Grygyndor, and the sinister one is a bunk bed in Slyaline, where you can find Draco Malfoy, the most evil high school student in the fictional universe. Do you know what's really going on
in your company? If you're not sure, check out Shadow Knows for tips on which of your employees creates real power. The bigger the business, the more culture you need to be and be aware of, says Don Anderson, a business coach in Cranford, New Jersey, and author of Hire for Fit
(Oakhill Press). When he read the first Harry Potter books, he soon realized how Hogwarts' academic culture reflected the culture of the corporate world. If you want a successful new hire, the person making the hiring decision needs to understand the culture of the company enough to know
where that [candidate] is best, says Anderson. Employees can have great skills, but in the wrong culture, they don't really work. Business Lesson 2: When you own a company, you should be a good person. It's all about partners and employees. You're aware of it, right? Hermione lies to the
professor to protect Harry and Ron from trouble for standing up to trolls, and Ron risks death in a live-action chess game, so Harry can prevent the magician's stone from falling into the wrong hands. But loyalty is not enough. You also need employees and partners to share your thoughts,
not what you want to hear. And even more so if they are smart. If you haven't read the Pottermouth book, here's a quick guide to the key terms: 9: Platform where the train departs to take Harry to Hogwarts. If you're a Muggle, you'll never find it. Glingotz: The bank where the wizards keep
their money. Intense goblins defend it. Hogwarts: Magical Harry's Seven-Year Academy attends. Mad Blood: a derogatory slang term for the descendants of muggles and magical parents. Muggle: A person without magical powers. It can be spoken as an insult or with a glow of pity in a
person's voice. Owls: Owls carry more fun messages back and forth, not as fast as emails. Quidditch: Given broom football, you have an idea. Book 2: Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets Plot: Harry returned to Hogwarts a year later to discover that an evil being was about to turn
students into living statues. Business Lesson Lesson 1:They are rewarded Sometimes you have to bend or break the rules. Caryn Beck-Dudley, a professor of business law and ethics at Utah State University, Logan, said, If you kicked out Hogwarts students every time they made a
mistake, you wouldn't be left in a very noble organization. And you wouldn't even have Harry Potter. Treating people like people should be top of your list when you're trying to create a work environment where people can come to work and have fun. Read Improved Employee Management
to learn how to do it. Just as entrepreneurs rarely stick to a 9-on-5 regimen, Harry sneaks around the school and breaks curfews to fight evil. When he flies to his broom against orders, he is not actually punished, he is rewarded in the coveted place of the Quidditch team. Why is that? He
was flying to help his classmates, so he is the best broom flyer the school has seen in age to the delight of students, professors and even principal Albus Dumbledore. But if Dumbledore was like a lot of bosses, he'd like to focus on the bad things Harry did. Then harry walk away and take
his skills elsewhere or his creativity is crushed. Business Lesson 4: Create a nurturing work environment. If Harry Potter had worked for most companies, Beck Dudley argues, he would have been sacked by now. Sometimes harsh punishment is not the best remedy, she says. Business
owners often fire someone because it's the easiest [route] without recognizing that people are afraid to create an unproductive environment. Hogwarts includes everyone. If you don't succeed, you will not be severely punished. Poor Neville [one of the students] works hard but never makes it
and is still part of the group. The focus is on how he contributes rather than how he doesn't contribute. Book 3: Harry Potter and the Prisoner plot of Azkaban: Our Hero returns to Hogwarts, hoping to get out of the way of notorious murderer Sirius Black. Business Lesson 5: How networking
works. This theme runs throughout the series, but seems to be best shown in this instalment. Harry and Hermione are good at making rewarded contacts. Before the book began, Hermione took three classes at a time (via time travel) with one of the teachers and arranged to go further
academically. But Harry is the king of networking. In the secret room, he meets dobby, a house elf who later saves his life with advice on fire goblets. In Azkaban, Fred and George Weasley (Ron's brother and Harry's classmates) provide Harry with a map of Hogwarts showing where the
individual is at any time. In the goblet, Harry assists opponent Cedric Diggary during the Tri-Wizard tournament. Cedric then returns the favor. Without his contacts, Harry would have been doing it for a long time. Do you need to hone your networking skills?Meet and greet their best.
Business Lesson Lesson 6: Abandon your business plan if necessary. It hardly go as Harry expects, but he learns to be flexible in this book. (If you haven't read this section, consider skipping it.) After hearing he can't visit the magical village of Hogsmeade with fellow students, Harry is
planning to spend the day to spend a day reading. But when he gets a secret map of the school, he later discovers a tunnel to Hogsmeade that will help him reveal the villain. And while many heroes (entrepreneurs) could be forgiven for not wanting to team up with someone who was once
competing, Harry befriends Sirius, who will be one of his closest allies. Harry's willingness to change direction quickly impresses Blackman. The choices you make affect your future, he explains. Do you choose innovation, imitation, vegetation? Many Harry Potters deal with innovation
thinking creatively from a unique perspective. Dumbledore said: The consequences of our actions have always been very complex and very diverse and it is certainly a very difficult business to predict the future. You can predict your company, but you can't take it. Book for: Harry Potter and
the Goblet plot of Fire: Harry returns to Hogwarts to compete in the Tri-Wizard tournament. Business Lesson 7: Entrepreneurs Win Big Business. Ann Warfield, business coach, professional speaker and owner of Impression Management Professionals in Minneapolis, believes business
lessons are the most important part of the book. No matter how important you think it is, you can have a powerful effect, she says. The important thing is to have the tools to develop that potential in yourself. Harry does just that at Hogwarts, winding up the best Lord Voldemort. Business
Lesson 8: Sufficient funding is required. Wise investment. The money Harry inherits from his parents and savings along the way allows George and Fred Weasley to offer money when they need magic joke shop fundraising. Who thought? Harry Potter may not grow into an entrepreneur, but
he's already a venture capitalist. Ratings Characters We asked business professionals how Harry and his cohorts fare as entrepreneurs. Harry Potter features: kindness, ethical, courageous, smart, independent as an entrepreneur: he would be great. He'll be happy to solve the problem and
find the answer, says Anne Warfield, business coach at Impression Management Professionals. His Achilles heel: He may not be dependent enough on others, dealing with all the adventures himself. Like spiders, he didn't think of the dangers that were getting Ron in because his quest to
get answers was driving him, Warfield said, referring to when Harry persuaded Ron to accompany him to the Chamber's Forbidden Forest.Ron Weasley's hallmarks: loyal, brave and ethical, but sometimes envious of more successful people as entrepreneurs: he needs to partner with friends
and mentors. He's going to be a better vice president than [the CEO], says Warfield. Alcause he has the strength of character. His Achilles heel: Reed is difficult for Ron, adds Warfield. He expects Harry and Hermione to send ideas in advance. Hermione Granger features: intelligent,
ambitious, loyal, very ethical, serious, kind, friendly as an entrepreneur: she's probably better than Harry. She's logical, detail-oriented and connected, says Warfield. She is the most fore-looking and insightful. Her Achilles heel: She may work her people, says Warfield. She doesn't know
how to lighten up. Draco Malfoy's hallmarks: That is, the kind of man who sends unethical, evil and orphaned Father's Day cards as entrepreneurs: His type often goes far, says Caryn Beck Dudley, a business professor at Utah State University. He is surrounded by jesus men and operates
to make things happen, Warfield adds. He will succeed as long as he gets the organization and divessses heels of his Achilles: he's evil, and you usually know what happens to the bad bad ones in the end. End.
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